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Abstract

We present a low-cost fabrication procedure for the production of nanoscale periodic GaAs nanopillar arrays,
using the nanosphere lithography technique as a templating mechanism and the electrochemical metal
assisted etch process (MacEtch). The room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopic
properties of the fabricated pillars are detailed, as are the structural properties (scanning electron microscopy)
and fabrication process. From our PL measurements, we observe a singular GaAs emission at 1.43 eV with no
indications of any blue or green emissions, but with a slight redshift due to porosity induced by the MacEtch
process and characteristic of porous GaAs (p-GaAs). This is further confirmed via Raman spectroscopy,
where additionally we observe the formation of an external cladding of elemental As around our nanopillar
features. The optical emission is enhanced by an order magnitude (~300%) for our nanopillar sample relative
to the planar unprocessed GaAs reference.
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Fabrication and characterisation of GaAs
nanopillars using nanosphere lithography and
metal assisted chemical etching
A. Cowley,*ad J. A. Steele,b D. Byrne,c R. K. Vijayaraghavana and P. J. McNallya
We present a low-cost fabrication procedure for the production of nanoscale periodic GaAs nanopillar
arrays, using the nanosphere lithography technique as a templating mechanism and the electrochemical
metal assisted etch process (MacEtch). The room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) and Raman
spectroscopic properties of the fabricated pillars are detailed, as are the structural properties (scanning
electron microscopy) and fabrication process. From our PL measurements, we observe a singular GaAs
emission at 1.43 eV with no indications of any blue or green emissions, but with a slight redshift due to
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porosity induced by the MacEtch process and characteristic of porous GaAs (p-GaAs). This is further
conﬁrmed via Raman spectroscopy, where additionally we observe the formation of an external cladding
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of elemental As around our nanopillar features. The optical emission is enhanced by an order magnitude
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(300%) for our nanopillar sample relative to the planar unprocessed GaAs reference.

Introduction
III–V compound semiconductor nanostructures have been
shown to be promising materials for a variety of optoelectronic
and energy related applications such as light emitting diodes
(LEDs), photovoltaics (PV) and eld eﬀect transistors (FETs).
Such nanostructures can be formed either using top-down
approaches, such as reactive ion etching (RIE) or bottom-up
growth methods. Understanding the processing limitations
and advantages/disadvantages of alternate nanostructure
fabrication approaches is important for progressing this eld,
and is the motivation for this work.
MacEtch is a relatively simple wet etch technique that allows
for the fabrication of nanostructures, and has been widely
applied in recent years to silicon-based technologies.1–3 Developing this approach for III–V and other compound semiconductors remains challenging, owing to the stoichiometric
diﬃculties of reactions with two or more elements, however it is
attractive owing to its low-cost, fast and non-thermal character
relative to other III–V nanostructure fabrication approaches.
Fundamentally, the MacEtch approach requires the eﬀective
masking of a crystalline semiconductor material with a noble
metal layer (Au, Ag and Pt are commonly reported metals for this
approach1–4). This metal layer acts as a catalyst for the controlled
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etch process, wherein hole carriers (h+) are transferred through
the catalyst to the underlying crystalline semiconductor, resulting in oxidation at the metal–semiconductor interface. An oxide
removing acid (e.g. hydrouoric acid, HF) can then result in the
removal of the oxide layer produced thusly, allowing for
controlled development of etch features (i.e., a nanopillar). As an
analogy, the metal mask essentially sinks into the semiconductor substrate and the unmasked regions are ‘extruded’.
This oxide formation via oxidizer at the interface and removal via
acid etch must be maintained throughout the process, and thus
MacEtch solutions are comprised of both oxidant and acid. For
Si, classically a solution of HF and H2O2 is used for this process
with, typically, an Au metal mask.
Nanostructure formation using the MacEtch approach has
been carried out before for III–V materials. Micro n-type convex
GaAs arrays were created using Pt/Pd catalyst metal pattern
combined with a nanosphere mask, employing an etchant
composed of HF/H2O2.5 Periodic ‘microbump’ arrays of InP
have been created using a similar etchant mixture driven by UV
photoirradiation, however the size of the structures fabricated
were in the order of microns.6 For GaAs, a diﬀerent oxidizer is
required, as H2O2 will isotropically etch GaAs unassisted. The
experiments of DeJarld et al.7 detail an alternative approach for
GaAs MacEtch, using a weaker oxidizing agent (KMnO4). They
were able to successfully create high aspect ratio 600 nm-wide
GaAs nanopillars using an Au mask and H2SO4/KMnO4 solution, at an etch temperature of roughly 40–45  C.
In this paper, we outline the simple, low-cost approach using
a polystyrene (PS) nanosphere mask to fabricate GaAs nanopillar structures, and report on the morphology, PL and Raman
scattering properties of our structures.
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Experimental
Epi-ready n-type Si-doped GaAs wafers were supplied via
University Wafer, Inc. Single 200 wafers of n-GaAs (100) substrate
with carrier concentrations of approximately 1.5–2.8  1018 cm3
(resistivity in the order of 1.1  103 U cm) were used as the
bulk templates. Prior to nanopillar formation experiments, the
GaAs substrates were partitioned into 1 cm2 pieces.
Previous nanosphere lithography patterning processes
fundamentally inform our experimental approach.8,9 A schematic of the general stepwise fabrication process is given in
Fig. 1. Polystyrene (PS) nanospheres of 1 mm diameter (std dev. <
0.1 mm) were used, supplied by Sigma Aldrich. Prior to the
application of PS nanospheres, our GaAs coupons were subjected
to native oxide removal using dilute HCl. In order to improve the
GaAs etch interface and turn the GaAs surface hydrophilic, we
exposed it to a NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O solution (1 : 1 : 10).
PS nanosphere templates were prepared on the surface of
water by diluting a 10% wt solution of 1 mm PS nanospheres
with an equal volume of ethanol. The diluted solution was then
dispersed onto the surface of water and the nanospheres
allowed to assemble in an ordered close-packed monolayer
crystal. A uniform nanosphere template was transferred onto
the GaAs substrates by submerging the coupons and liing
them through the nanosphere monolayer. Once coated, our
samples were allowed to dry. For size reduction of the PS
nanosphere mask, an Oxford Instruments PlasmaLab RIE 2000
was used, for an etch time of 75 seconds. Variation of the etch
time can lead to diﬀering nanopillar diameters, however for this
work a set diameter of approximately 600 nm was desired. PS
size reduction was carried out with an O2 plasma (50 sccm),
operating at 300 W RF power at 100 mtorr chamber pressure.
Aer plasma etching, 20 nm of gold (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich)

Fig. 1 Illustrative schematic of the process ﬂow leading to the
formation of the GaAs nanopillars. (1) Polystyrene (PS) nanospheres
deposited onto the GaAs substrate, (2 & 3) size reduction of the PS
nanosphere mask via reactive-ion etching (RIE), (4) deposition of
catalyst Au metal via PVD, (5) removal of PS nanospheres, leaving the
Au mask intact, (6) chemical etching of GaAs using metal catalyst and
formation of nanopillar structure.
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was evaporated on top of the substrates using vacuum evaporation physical vapor deposition (PVD) at a rate of 0.1 nm s1.
For the etch procedure, the gold-templated substrates were
rst submerged in a small amount of ethanol to wet the surface.
The separately prepared MacEtch solution of 20 ml HF, 20 ml
ethanol and 0.03 g KMnO4 was then added. Aer the samples
were submerged in the nal MacEtch solution for a time of 4 to
7 min, they were removed, washed with ethanol, and dried prior
to subsequent characterization.
For detailed investigation of the nanopillars, roomtemperature Raman spectra were acquired in an unpolarised
quasi-backscattering conguration on the (100) GaAs sample
surfaces, using a Jobin-Yvon HR800 micro-Raman system,
10 mW 488 nm laser excitation (Ar+ source), and an air-cooled
CCD detector. Dispersion was achieved using an 1800 g mm1
grating and spectra were recorded with a spectral resolution of
0.2 cm1, with a spatial resolution of 2 mm. The same system
was also used for the room-temperature PL measurements,
using 325 nm UV He–Cd laser which was focused to a diameter
of 2 mm on the sample surface using a UV objective lens.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken of the
samples using a Karl Zeiss EVO.

Results & discussion
Fig. 2 presents SEM micrographs of two GaAs nanopillar
structures produced using our MacEtch procedure, with
samples submerged in the etching solution for 4 and 7 min.
From the experimental conditions outlined above, we can estimate the room-temperature vertical etch rate to be approximately 150 nm min1 MacEtch proceeds with the production of
holes by the metal catalyst and oxidation of the GaAs with these
holes. Removal of the oxidized and p-GaAs is carried out by the
HF etchant. Some lateral etch is also evident, giving rise to the
rounded top prole. This is a parameter that could potentially
be improved by greater control of the etch solution, i.e. by
decreasing oxidant and acid concentrations.
Variations in the individual morphology of the GaAs nanopillars can be clearly seen, as can a slight height diﬀerence
across the sample. The height variation is likely caused by etch
rate variation across the Au catalyst layer, and may be attributed
to the quality of the Au/GaAs interface. In earlier experiments,
directly immersing the Au templated coupon into the MacEtch
solution would sometimes lead to delamination of the metal
catalyst layer. With improvements to the experimental method,
primarily by pre-wetting the GaAs coupon prior to immersion,
the delamination problem was overcome. This observation still
hints at the potential issue of the Au/GaAs interface that may be
responsible for this local variation. Another possibility is
localized etch solution concentration gradients. It may be that
using an approach for forming n-type GaAs ohmic contacts with
Au/Ge or Au/Ge/Ni alloy, instead of pure Au, could also improve
the catalyst layer adhesion and conduction properties.
The circular shaped pillars have diameters of approximately
600 nm, matching the Au pattern mask hole diameter, with vertical
heights in the range of 0.5–1.2 mm, depending on etch time, and
with an aspect ratio of 2 : 1 at the vertical maximum observed.
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Fig. 3 Room-temperature PL spectra obtained from MacEtch GaAs
nanopillars (full width half maximum 32.5 nm) and a baseline unprocessed GaAs substrate (full width half maximum 30.7 nm).

SEM images taken at 45 to the surface normal revealing the
highly-ordered nanopillar morphology of our GaAs samples etched for
a duration of (A) 4 min and (B) 7 min.
Fig. 2

Photoluminescence
In Fig. 3, we display the room-temperature PL spectra acquired
from the nanostructured GaAs surface as well as the unprocessed c-GaAs coupon, for reference. The primary emission for
the GaAs nanopillar sample is observed to peak at 1.43 eV. The
PL spectrum of the c-GaAs control is characterized by the
presence of one sharp emission band in the region of fundamental bandgap of GaAs (Eg ¼ 1.424 eV), with the peak centered
at 864 nm. Relative to the reference GaAs sample, the PL peak
wavelength recorded from the GaAs nanopillars is redshied by
approximately 3 nm.
This change in optical properties is well-reported for p-GaAsrelated materials and is not unexpected.10–12 It is explained
either as the variation of the p-GaAs lattice parameter (and
subsequent variation of the strain-state),10 to that of c-GaAs, or
by localized perturbations of the conduction and valence band
edges caused by the layer porosity.12 From our measurements,
no other emissions are observed. This is also interesting, as
again in previous studies of p-GaAs, high-energy green and blue
emissions (440 nm and 560 nm respectively) are frequently
reported. These emissions are well attributed to quantumconned excitonic luminescence, due to small GaAs nanocrystals embedded in the p-GaAs layer or defects within the
p-GaAs oxide layer. The measured PL emission intensity is

30470 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 30468–30473

notably enhanced by approximately 300% for the nanopillar
samples, relative to our c-GaAs reference. The emission of light
from the planar, untextured c-GaAs surface has a limited,
narrow escape cone and is prone to internal reection and reabsorption.13 Nanopillar type structures increase the surface
area directly available for luminescence and reduce radiative
loses, resulting in a marked improvement in the intensity.

Raman spectroscopy
Chemical changes occurring due to etching the GaAs surface
can readily be investigated using methods such as energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). However, the more subtle
eﬀects of product aggregation, oxide formations, and lattice
defects, must be determined using a phase specic technique
such as Raman spectroscopy. An anticipated consequence of
the MacEtch process is the formation of a new surrounding
medium, which clads the GaAs core (see inset of Fig. 4), and
which is composed of by-products from the etching reaction.
Detailed studies of subsurface solid/solid interfaces are
particularly challenging and are important to the MacEtch
technique validity. Within the context of the present study, and
its potential for device application, the chemical reactions
occurring at the GaAs interface must be well understood as it
may contribute to the development of fundamental phenomena
such as Schottky barrier formation or Fermi level pinning.
For the case of the GaAs nanopillars, Raman spectra recorded from several surface locations revealed that the resultant
MacEtch-induced changes (surface morphology and chemistry)
were highly homogenous with respect to phonon frequencies

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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lateral reections oﬀ the tapered pillar sides and the subsequent loss of the initial scattering geometry.
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GaAs optical phonon redshi

Fig. 4 Normalized room-temperature Raman spectra recorded from
bulk and MacEtch (100) GaAs surfaces, with the labelled arrows indicating the origins of spectral features. The inset shows a schematic of
the proposed nanopillar cross-section, as interpreted from the Raman
data and the basic thermodynamics of the Ga–As–O phase diagram.25

and general Raman lineshapes. Fig. 4 presents typical roomtemperature micro-Raman spectra recorded from the (100)
GaAs nanopillar surface and bulk (100) GaAs, along with
a schematic of the formed nanopillar cross-section displayed in
the inset. An initial comparison of these two spectra reveals
signicant diﬀerences in the spectral range of 180–270 cm1,
where the Eg (196 cm1) and A1g (257 cm1) modes of crystalline
arsenic (c-As) are known to occur14 and where the amorphous
arsenic (a-As) exhibits a broadband feature (180–270 cm1) and
weaker low frequency peak (146 cm1).15 The anomalously large
intensity of the c-As Eg mode, relative to A1g mode observed
here, is associated with a low temperature reaction and can be
understood by an additional contribution from a peak of
approximately the same frequency originating in a-As.16 This
does not imply that a well-dened simple molecular unit exists
within the a-As, however it may form in an arsenic system that is
undergoing a phase transition: a-As / c-As.
A transitioning arsenic system may also aid in the interpretation of the a-As broadband contour observed in Fig. 4, and the
superposition of smaller peaks which is more representative for
comparison with the results of other Raman studies performed
on p-GaAs – achieved through an oxidation etching procedure17–19 – rather than the published spectra of a-As.15 For
completeness, we point out that none of the peak frequencies of
these vibrations align with any of the vibrations suggested for
the various arsenic or gallium oxide polymorphs.20–23 As will
become clear in later discussion, a distinct absence of As2O3
Raman signatures23,24 indicates its utility in driving the MacEtch
process and the GaAs nanopillar surface chemistry to ultimate
system equilibrium.
According to the Raman selection rules for a zincblende
crystal (Td site symmetry), the LO(G) phonon is allowed for light
backscattered from the (100) GaAs surface while TO(G) is
forbidden. Consequently, the weak scattering of the TO modes
from bulk (100) GaAs (see Fig. 3) can be interpreted by minor
deviations from a pristine GaAs system which relax the selection
rules. However the appearance of the symmetry-forbidden TO
mode as a more prominent feature in the p-GaAs Raman
spectra – when compared to the LO band – is attributed to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

The GaAs TO and LO phonons are observed to broaden and
redshi to lower frequencies in the GaAs nanopillar surface.
The scattering volume of our nanopillars are not small enough
to warrant the oen-used spatial correlation interpretation,
developed by Campbell and Fauchet.25 In addition, the formation of GaAs nanocrystallites is not believed to arise near the
surface of our sample, as evidenced by an absence of the related
green and blue emissions in our PL measurements. Evoking the
concept of “phonon connement”, the redshi in the optical
phonons most likely arise due to crystal defects introduced by
the MacEtch processes. Soening occurs because the phonon,
conned in direct space within a sphere of diameter L, can be
described in reciprocal space by a wave packet with a range of
k-values, Dk z L  1.26,27 While the lateral surface damage is
likely shallow and uniform, it will be enough to soen the GaAs
optical modes.
Oxides
During the experimental etch process the GaAs surface is dissolved according to the following reaction:
GaAs(s) + 6H+ / Ga3+(aq) + As3+(aq).

(1)

The Ga3+ and As3+ is formed at the interface between the etch
solution and the solid phase, while the dispersion of Ga2O3 and
As2O3 oxides, as well as of GaAs particulates, will occur in the
solution; thus, observations of Raman bands originating from
the oxide products are expected.
The weaker peaks at 105 cm1, 134 cm1 and 164 cm1 are
assigned to the formation of thermodynamically stable b-phase
gallium trioxide (Ga2O3), along with its largest contributing
peak fortuitously superimposed on the high energy shoulder of
the c-As Ag phonon at 200 cm1. We observe all b-Ga2O3 vibrations at frequencies slightly less than those reported for b-Ga2O3
single crystals,20 which suggests the formation of b-Ga2O3
nanostructures.21,22 The physical location of the gallium oxide,
with respect to the schematic presented in the inset of Fig. 4, is
diﬃcult to deduce. It is likely to exist simply as loose residuals
atop the surface rather than forming a well-dened deposit.
Surface optical phonons (SO)
The broad weaker peak on the low frequency side of the GaAs
LO phonon is also clearly resolved. A detailed analysis of this
peak, which will be presented in the following, allows us to
assign it to scattering from surface optical (SO) phonons. While
SO modes are relatively weak and generally require quite large
surface-to-volume ratios to be resolved, we suggest the orientation of the nanopillars – relative to the Raman backscattering
geometry – and the nanopillar height helps to enhance the
relative strength held by this mode within the scattering
volume.
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The SO mode dispersion at the interface between the GaAs
nanopillar and a dielectric material can be calculated taking
into account the geometrical constraint and the dielectric
constant of the surrounding medium, 3m.28 For a near cylindrical interface of radius r, the SO mode frequency is given by

(4)

~ p2 is determined by uLO2
here the screened phonon frequency u
2
2
~ p /3N, with Ij(qr) and Kj(qr) being the jth order
¼ uTO + u
modied Bessel functions, q is the phonon wavevector, and 3N
is the high frequency dielectric constant of GaAs.
A typical application of eqn (2) is used to investigate radial
dependencies, allowing a reasonably accurate estimate of the
average cylinder radius if 3m is known. However, our nanopillars
satisfy the asymptotic criterion (r [ 100 nm); therefore we plot
in Fig. 5 our measured SO peak frequency (281.8 cm1) and the
expected SO phonon dispersion for the a-As/GaAs interface
using eqn (2). A value of 3m ¼ 11.1 for a-As29 is in excellent
agreement with our asymptotic limit for large r and supports
a model where an amorphous phase of elemental arsenic
aggregates at the GaAs surface, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.

The utility of As2O3 reactants in this reaction makes clear its
absence in the nal GaAs nanopillar morphology and our
measured Raman spectra. However the free As product cannot
be overlooked; a suﬃciently thick elemental arsenic deposit has
formed to eﬀectively absorb incident radiation. At a minimum,
it is enough to signicantly stie optical abortion in the GaAs
core and prevent possible photovoltaic applications. One might
also note that c-As is a semimetal while a-As is a narrow
bandgap (1.1 eV) semiconductor.
Understanding the end arsenic morphology is important
and, while it is outside the scope of the present study, it is
challenging to predict or quantify. Work by Schwartz et al.18 on
the detection sensitivity for arsenic inclusions in GaAs native
oxide lms suggests an upper limit of approximately 2 nm of As
might go undetected. Moreover, since in a backscattering
geometry both the excitation beam and the Raman scattered
light are attenuated by the absorbing layer, the eﬀective
maximum c-As optical penetration depth manifesting a Raman
signal from the subsurface GaAs core is approximately 25 nm.
Formations of c-As exceeding 25 nm will mask any signal from
the interface, and lms twice that thickness will eﬀectively
prevent the GaAs core from absorbing the above bandgap (>1.42
eV) share of the terrestrial solar spectrum, a severe limitation on
the potential of this approach for PV applications.

Arsenic segregation

Conclusions

uSO 2 ¼ uTO 2 þ

~ p2
u
3N þ 3m f ðqrÞ

(2)

where
Published on 16 March 2016. Downloaded by University of Wollongong on 30/03/2016 00:28:31.

As2O3(s) + 2GaAs(s) / Ga2O3(s) + 4As(s)

f ðqrÞ ¼

I0 ðqrÞK1 ðqrÞ
I1 ðqrÞK0 ðqrÞ

(3)

The formation of elemental arsenic during the surface oxidation of GaAs is now well established18,25,30 and has been assigned
to an interfacial solid-state reaction between As2O3 in the
etching solution and the GaAs crystal. The reaction is related to
the basic thermodynamics of the Ga–As–O phase diagram25 by:

We outline a fabrication process for GaAs nanopillars using low
cost self-assembled colloidal nanosphere masks and the
MacEtch process. Enhanced PL emission is observed for these
GaAs nanostructures, due to increased surface area and reduced
emission losses. Observed primary emission peak centered at
1.43 eV and displays a redshi attributable to the presence of
p-GaAs. We observed no indication of any green or blue emission commonly seen in p-GaAs. From a morphology perspective, improvements to the etch recipe will likely lead to greater
homogeneous nanopillar proles by controlling the lateral etch
rate. The formation of the associated GaAs oxides and c-As layer
represents a challenge for this technique to many optoelectronic or PV applications.
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Fig. 5 Experimentally observed surface optical (SO) mode frequency
and calculated dispersion of SO mode for GaAs interfacing with air
(3m ¼ 1) and a-As (3m ¼ 11.1).18 The two broken horizontal lines here
represent the dispersionless longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse
optical (TO) phonon frequencies.
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